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This is how Gray plans to right ship on the hill 
Rockies starter confident he can begin delivering in crucial moments 
 
Thomas Harding / MLB.com | Apr 20, 2018 

 

DENVER -- Too often when Rockies pitcher Jon Gray has had hitters where he wanted them this season, he was the one 

who arrived in a bad place. 

 

In Gray's last two starts -- losses at home to the Padres and on the road to the Nationals -- limited but galling mistakes 

were the difference between a gem and a dud. But Gray (1-3, 6.23 ERA), who will face the Cubs on Friday night at Coors 

Field, believes he is just as close to overcoming his obstacles. 

 

"It's not like I'm completely lost and don't know what I'm doing," Gray said. "I'm doing a lot of really good and very small 

really bad. But the really bad is costing me. That's the most frustrating part." 

 

The hope is the suffering will lead to learning, then production like before -- 7-3, 2.64 ERA and 80 strikeouts in 78 1/3 

innings over his final 13 starts last season; 7-4, 2.44 in his final 11 starts of his 2016 rookie year. 

 

"I think he will get there, because he's talented," Rockies manager Bud Black said. "There's an understanding that is 

becoming apparent to Jon when it's in front of him, when those moments are in front of him. That is a critical point of all 

this. He knows at these moments he has to heighten the awareness of making pitches." 
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The last two rough starts -- 10 hits and five runs in five innings against the Padres at Coors Field on April 9, and five runs 

on eight hits in 5 2/3 innings at Washington on Saturday -- resembled his seven scoreless innings with seven strikeouts in 

a 5-2 victory over the Padres at Petco Park on April 4. 

 

But the exceptions were striking. 

 

Against the Padres at Coors, the home runs he surrendered on 0-1 pitches -- a three-run shot by pitcher Clayton Richard 

and Carlos Asuaje's only homer of the year -- highlighted a couple statistical issues: 

 

• When a plate appearance finishes with Gray ahead in the count, he is giving up a whopping .417 batting average (15-

for-36) with two home runs, two doubles and a triple for a .694 slugging percentage. Overall in the Majors through 

Thursday, hitters were managing just a .195 average with the pitcher ahead. 

 

• Gray's two-out average against is .323 and includes all three homers and three of the seven total extra-base hits. 

 

But the downfall of his performance against the Nats possibly illustrates the root of the problem. 

 

Trailing, 3-2, in his matchup with Nationals ace Matt Scherzer with one out in the sixth, Gray's 2-2 slider to Moises Sierra 

simply hovered over the plate and became a two-run double. That was the end of Gray's outing. 

 

In his disappointed self-evaluation the next day, Gray said he strayed from a mental checklist before each pitch that 

includes a strong stride, staying in line with his target and throwing through the target rather than to it. Instead, he strived 

for added nastiness -- and let his thoughts drift to the hitter, whom he doesn't control. 

 

"I'm trying to get the guy to swing and believe it's going to be a fastball," Gray said. "But when you tense up and really 

throw, you're trying harder but throwing the ball higher, and it gives the guy a chance." 

 

"If I would have located the slider to Sierra the other day, down and away, we would have won. 
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Catcher Tony Wolters smiled when relayed Gray's assessment. 

 

"He doesn't shrink away," Wolters said. "He likes those big moments. He's good in those big moments. It's just that 

sometimes he ramps himself up, instead of, 'OK, it's just like the second pitch of the first inning. Easy. Just relax and 

execute pitches.' That's why I'm not worried about him. No one's worried about him." 

 

Black hopes experience helps Gray consistently live up to the promise he has faced since being selected third overall out 

of the University of Oklahoma in 2013. 

 

"I don't think it's going to be one moment that clicks," Black said. "It's going to be a continuation of experience and 

continuation of pitching in the big leagues, and knowing how to work his way through a game from start to finish when 

there are hurdles." 

 

Gray has beaten struggles before, and plans to thrive again. 

 

"I remember feeling just like this in Double-A at one time," Gray said. "But I always try to look forward and find the 

solution. I know I'll get there. I've got to keep believing in my abilities. I know that it's in there." 
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NL West: Checking in on the new guys 
 
AJ Cassavell / MLB.com | Apr 19, 2018 

 
SAN DIEGO -- Yes, Matt Kemp and Chris Iannetta really are impacting the Dodgers and Rockies, respectively. We swear 

it's 2018. 

 

There are plenty of new faces in the National League West, and a handful of new old faces as well. All of them are sure to 

play pivotal roles in what figures to be one of the sport's tightest division races. 

 

Three weeks into the Major League season, it's worth examining the performances of a few prominent newcomers in the 

NL West. Here's a breakdown of the early results and future expectations for the big-name new guy on each club. 

 

D-backs  

 

Who's the new guy?  

Right-hander Brad Boxberger 

How's it going so far? 

 Boxberger has been everything the D-backs hoped for when they acquired him from the Rays in December. The right-

hander won the closer's job during Spring Training, beating out Archie Bradley and Yoshihisa Hirano. Arizona likes his 

downward-plane fastball as well as his changeup, which he has shown the willingness to throw in any count. 

What's on deck?  

Durability has been a question for Boxberger as he missed significant time in each of the past two seasons due to a 

variety of injuries. This spring he experienced a tired arm, and the D-backs have been careful with his workload. The 

presence of Bradley and Hirano have made it easier to stay away from Boxberger on the couple of occasions when 

they've wanted to give him a break. 

Number to know:  

Boxberger is 5-for-5 in save opportunities over eight appearances. He allowed his first two runs Wednesday night against 

San Francisco, but he's struck out 11, and opponents are hitting just .179 against him. 
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Dodgers 

 

Who's the new guy?  

Outfielder Matt Kemp 

How's it going so far?  

Better than everyone thought it would. There have been zero signs of perceived bad attitude from Kemp's first Dodgers 

stint, which was mostly bluster anyway. He has been healthy -- not to be overlooked with Justin Turner and Logan 

Forsythe on the disabled list. Kemp is no longer Gold Glover Award-caliber, but he hasn't done anything terribly wrong in 

the outfield, either. A solid acquisition -- so far. 

What's on deck?  

Can Kemp keep it up? He's already been starting more than the club originally indicated, and he does have a history of 

hip and leg injuries. Manager Dave Roberts will continue to replace Kemp when the club leads, both to improve the 

defense and preserve his health. Kemp strikes out a lot, but opponents still must respect the bat. 

Number to know: 

 Kemp's .981 OPS is better than Corey Seager, Cody Bellinger, Chris Taylor and everyone in the starting lineup other 

than Yasmani Grandal. 

 

Giants 

 

Who are the new guys?  

Third baseman Evan Longoria and outfielder Andrew McCutchen 

How's it going so far? 

The Giants' prized offseason acquisitions slumped out of the gate, both lingering around the Mendoza Line early on. 

Longoria, however, appears to have turned a corner, with four multihit games in his past five. McCutchen, meanwhile, has 

done very little since his six-hit night against the Dodgers (which included a dramatic walk-off home run). 

What's on deck? 

San Francisco is committed to letting Longoria and McCutchen figure things out at the plate, banking on their combined 

21 seasons of big league experience shining through in the long run. 
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Number to know: Neither McCutchen nor Longoria has ever posted a season with an OPS+ at or below 100 (meaning 

they've been above league average every year they've spent in the Majors). Right now, both are well below that mark. 

 

Padres  

 

Who's the new guy?  

First baseman Eric Hosmer 

How's it going so far?  

Hosmer was off to a hot start before missing a couple games with lower-back tightness. He's fallen into a bit of a rut, going 

2-for-21 over the past week. But Hosmer launched his first homer as a Padre at Petco Park on Wednesday night -- a rally-

starting solo shot off Dodgers closer Kenley Jansen. Defensively, his mishap in Houston grabbed plenty of headlines, but 

he's been rock-solid otherwise. 

What's on deck?  

Hosmer will continue hitting third, and he's going to anchor first base for the next five years, at least. (Hosmer's eight-year 

deal with an option after the first five was the largest in team history.) Soon enough, Wil Myers will return from the DL to 

help comprise a formidable middle of the lineup alongside Hosmer. 

Number to know:  

Hosmer's 61-percent ground-ball rate ranks sixth in the Majors. He's seen a bit of good fortune -- as evidenced from his 

.348 batting average on balls in play. But Hosmer has done his part to hit the ball hard enough to find holes. 

 

Rockies 

 

Who's the new guy?  

Catcher Chris Iannetta 

How's it going so far? 

 Iannetta, who broke in with the Rockies in 2006, was brought in for defense and to nurture a young pitching staff. His 

impact bat has been a bonus. Iannetta has slugged .434 with three doubles and two homers. With the rest of the lineup 

struggling, he's filled in at the No. 2 spot. 

What's on deck? 
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 Even if the slugging declines, Iannetta's pitch-calling and leadership won't. If the offensive output continues over the full 

season, that's even better for Colorado. 

Number to know:  

Iannetta posted a .953 OPS during the Rockies' first homestand of the season. Colorado begins a six-game stretch at 

Coors Field on Friday against the Cubs. 
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Jon Gray still searching for answers as Rockies prepare to host Cubs 
Opponents are hitting .524 with a 1.345 OPS in their third at-bat vs. Gray 
 
Patrick Saunders / TheDenverPost.com | Apr 19, 2018 

 
Rockies right-hander Jon Gray mixes a 96 mile per hour fastball, a 90 mph slider and an 81 mph curveball. When he’s in 

a groove, it’s a lethal combination. 

 
Why, then, does Gray have a 1-3 record, with a 6.23 ERA, .311 batting average against and a 1.52 WHIP (walks plus hits 

per inning pitched) this season? Why will he take the mound against the Cubs Friday night at Coors Field still searching 

for answers in a season when he was projected to the Rockies ace? 

 
Because, at age 26, with 62 big-league starts under his belt, and despite his enormous  talent, he remains a work in 

progress. That does not rest easy with Gray. 

 
“I can’t stress how frustrating it is to go out there and cruise and then let it all go to waste,” Gray said after the Rockies’ 6-

2 loss to the Nationals last weekend when he failed to make it out of the sixth inning. 

 
Through the first five innings, Gray was on the money, allowing just one run on three hits while striking out six. He was 

holding his own against Max Scherzer, the three-time Cy Young Award winner. But then Gray gave up back-to-back 

singles to Wilmer Difo and Bryce Harper to open the sixth, prompting manager Bud Black to come out and give Gray a 

pep talk — and issue him a challenge to get the job done. 

 
But the Nationals kept their rally going with an RBI single, a run-scoring squeeze bunt and a two-run double, turning a 2-1 

Rockies lead into a 5-2 deficit. 

 
“I can be good 95 percent of the time but not good five percent of the time. It doesn’t matter, I guess,” an emotional Gray 

said. “I’ve got to find a way to be good right there.” 

 
Black agreed, saying that Gray must figure out a way to take the next step. 

 
“He matched (Scherzer),” Black said. “But these types of games are learning experiences for Jon and other pitchers who 

match up against these types of great pitchers. When you go up against a guy like Scherzer, man, you’ve got to be on 

your game. And Jon was on it for five innings, and then the ball climbed up a little bit.” 
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Although it’s early in the season, a trend has emerged. Opponents are hitting .524 with a 1.345 OPS in their third at-bat 

vs. Gray. There is no denying Gray’s raw talent, which is why he was the third overall pick in the 2013 draft. 

 
 “He has really good stuff. Great stuff, in fact,” said a major league scout who has frequently watched Gray pitch. “Look 

what he did against (Paul) Goldschmidt last year. He made “Goldy’ look bad, and that doesn’t happen very often.” 

 
Last season, Arizona’s all-star first baseman was 0-for-11 with five strikeouts against Gray, until the first inning of the wild-

card playoff game at Chase Field when Goldschmidt clobbered Gray’s first-pitch, a hanging curveball, for a three-run 

homer. The Diamondbacks won the game 11-8 and left Gray searching for answers. 

 
When Black visited the mound at Nationals Park last Saturday, he had a message for Gray, who took it to heart. 

 
“We talked about times in the game, when a starter get a few guys on, that’s when you have to bear down and make 

pitches,” Gray said. “We talked about that all week, and that’s part of the reason I’m so frustrated right now. I’ve been 

waiting for that time and I didn’t make the pitches I wanted to.” 

 
Looking ahead 

Friday: Cubs RHP Kyle Hendricks (0-1, 3.71 ERA) vs. Rockies RHP Jon Gray (1-3, 6.23), 6:40 p.m.; ATTRM 

 
Gray, the Rockies’ No. 1 starter, has yet to find his rhythm in 2018, although the first five innings in Washington last week 

— in which he allowed just one run — showed promise. Meanwhile, Hendricks has given up multiple homers in both of his 

past two starts. But, in 88 total at-bats against current Rockies players, Hendricks has only yielded two homers — to Ian 

Desmond and Carlos Gonzales — but the pitcher’s rising fly-ball percentage over the last couple starts (40.0 percent) 

indicates that dinger tally has a good chance of increasing. 

 
Saturday: Cubs RHP Yu Darvish (0-1, 6.00) vs. Rockies LHP Tyler Anderson (0-0, 4.73), 6:10 p.m.; ATTRM 

Sunday: Cubs LHP Jose Quintana (1-1, 8.16) vs. Rockies RHP German Marquez (1-1, 4.34), 1:10 p.m., ATTRM 

Monday: Padres RHP Bryan Mitchell (0-2, 5.03) vs. Rockies RHP Chad Bettis (3-0, 1.44), 6:40 p.m., ATTRM 
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Prospects No More: Infielder Ryan McMahon 
 
Aniello Piro /MileHighSports.com | Apr 20, 2018 
 

This story originally appeared in Mile High Sports Magazine. Read the full digital edition. 

 
Who’s on first? The Colorado Rockies’ situation at first base has been a mystery since the season ended last October. Ian 

Desmond, who signed the largest per-year contract in franchise history last offseason, was expected to take over a 

majority of the duties at the corner infield spot. However, 23-year-old Ryan McMahon will earn some serious playing time 

at the position in 2018. The Rockies selected McMahon with the 42nd overall pick in the 2013 MLB Draft and after five 

years of working through the minor leagues, he’s ready to prove he belongs in “The Show.” 

 
A converted third baseman (where he will also see time in 2018), McMahon has been working to improve his craft across 

the diamond and is now in prime position to earn consistent playing time at the major-league level. The club has kept a 

close eye on McMahon, and as he’s progressed through the system, his chances of establishing himself as a big-league 

player this year have increased greatly. He made his first Opening Day roster as a left-handed utility infielder for Manager 

Bud Black. McMahon has impressed on his rise through the minors, especially on the offensive side of things where he 

posted a .374 batting average in Triple-A Albuquerque last season. His offensive power mixed with youth and athleticism 

make him one of the more dynamic young players the Rockies have at their disposal entering the new season. 

 
About this season, Ryan McMahon says… 

 
“I don’t know if I have any specific expectations besides the fact that I want to be a part of it. We have a great squad in 

here. There’s a great buzz around the clubhouse and around the Colorado Rockies organization, so I just want to be a 

part of it.” 

 
“I think first base actually helped me with all the other positions, honestly, because I kind of learned how to slow the game 

down once I got over to first. So I took what I learned from first over to third, and I think I’m a lot better at third because of 

playing first base.” 

 
“I’m very confident in myself and hopefully I’m doing a good job this spring of getting those guys to trust me over there and 

feel confident in me. As far as confidence in myself goes at that position, I feel very confident in myself.” 
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“Just seeing how the veteran guys handle themselves and prepare for games day-in and day-out – the grind of the big 

leagues is definitely a grind, but there are ways that you [can] make it easier, like being prepared. Taking care of your 

body, just kind of how I saw those guys handle their business.” 
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Being the Old Guy: Veteran catcher Chris Iannetta returns to his roots 
 
MHS Staff / MileHighSports.com | Apr 19, 2018 
 

This story originally appeared in Mile High Sports Magazine. Read the full digital edition. 

 
Each month Mile High Sports Magazine sits down with an important figure in Colorado sports. For March, Doug Ottewill 

and Aniello Piro spoke with Colorado Rockies catcher Chris Iannetta, who this offseason returned to the team that drafted 

him in 2004. 

 
*** 

On signing with Colorado as a free agent this offseason… 

 
Denver is probably one of the places in the country that I feel like I could live full time. That was the first attraction [in 

returning to the Rockies]. The second was how good the team is. I think looking at the offseason there was probably two 

jobs, maybe three that I really wanted. It was either the Diamondbacks or the Rockies. It ended up being a no-brainer. 

 
It was exciting when the opportunity came up. It was a very cool thing. 

 
On the biggest reason he signed… 

 
It was just an opportunity to play, and an opportunity to be on a winning team. That’s what mattered the most. 

 
On Rockies Manager Bud Black… 

 
Bud Black is laid back, pretty relaxed. He seems like a good communicator. Those are two things that are really, really 

important. 

 
On memories of General Manager Jeff Bridich from his first stint with the Rockies… 

 
I remember Jeff [Bridich from my first time with the organization.] I remember having a conversation with him when I was 

in [Double-A, getting around] and checking out teams, just sitting in the training room, sitting in the locker room having a 

good conversation with him. [Now] he seems pretty much the same guy that I knew back then. 

 
On what he learned in his six seasons after leaving Colorado… 
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You learn every day; you learn every year. Every organization, every team is different. You take stuff, little bits and pieces 

from every guy that you come in contact with. It’s just tough to put into words over a long career all the different things you 

pick up along the way. 

 
On the Rockies young starting pitchers… 

 
All of these young pitchers are already good. I think they all have really high ceilings. I mean there’s no [one] guy that can 

be better than the other one; they all have a chance to just be through the roof. From Gray to Marquez to Senzatela and 

Anderson, Freeland and Bettis, they all bring different things and different styles, but they’re all definitely [really showing 

themselves]. 

 
On the new arms in the bullpen… 

 
They’ve all played in Coors. They all know how to handle it. The guys that they brought in are really, really good. 

 
On the keys to competing for a championship in 2018… 

 
Championships have been won on pitching and defense. We’ve seen over the last 20 or so years – and probably much, 

much longer than that – that the teams that have the best pitching, the teams that are the best at defense, are the teams 

that go a long way. It’s really tough to do it without that, so identifying that it was a necessity and addressing it is a really 

good thing. 

 
On his personal goals for 2018… 

 
I just want to win. I don’t really care about numbers. I’m at the point in my career where all I want to do is contribute any 

way that I can, whatever that looks like. If I play 40 games, if I play 140 games, it doesn’t matter to me; I just want to win. 

 
On the challenges of being an older player vs. a younger player… 

 
It’s honestly more difficult when you’re younger. You’re trying to establish yourself. You’re trying to do everything you can 

to stay. It’s not that winning is secondary; it’s just different. It’s a different feel. It’s a different [thing]. Now you’re at the 

point where like, “Well, whatever happens, happens to me personally, I just want to be able to contribute.” 

 
On being the oldest player on the team… 
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Being the old guy is kind of weird. Being the guy with the most service time on the team is kind of weird. It’s new for me. 
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Rockies prospect Tom Murphy is off to a blistering start 
 
Rich Allen / BSNDenver.com | Apr 20, 2018 
 

This wasn’t how it was supposed to go for Tom Murphy. 

 

The third-round-draft-pick-catcher dotted Rockies top prospects lists every year he was in the minors. After a full season 

adjusting to Double-A pitching in 2014, he broke through in 2015, advancing not only to the next level but the big leagues 

as well, just three years after being drafted. 

 

Murphy’s marketed power that we were promised shined in Colorado. It seemed the Rockies had their next No. 1 catcher 

knocking on the door, in time for an easy changing of the guard with Nick Hundley the next season. But then Tony Wolters 

arrived, relegating Murphy to a second consecutive September call-up role. And then, in 2017, a fractured forearm in 

spring training cost him the starting job out of camp, and played a factor in a season-long lack of production. 

 

In 2018, he once again lost a MLB roster spot to Wolters, finding himself in Triple-A even though many thought he would 

be assuming a position in the starting lineup at Coors Field regularly by now. 

 

This wasn’t how it was supposed to go for Murphy, but he’s taken it in stride—and then some—as he begins the season 

with the Isotopes, getting off to a scorching hot start in the first few weeks. 

 

Through 13 games, Murphy is hitting .388/.456/.755 with four home runs and 12 RBIs. While it may be easy to speculate 

that he’s trying to force his way onto a power-starved Rockies roster, his attribution of the early success is much simpler 

and doesn’t involve playing the chess game that is navigating the 25-man roster. 

 

“Just supreme focus,” Murphy told BSN Denver. “Coming in here wanting to win every game. That’s what drives me every 

day; just do my job.” 

 

Now at 27-years-old, the prospect clock is running out on Murphy, but it’s hard to call what he’s done to this point of 2018 

anything other than exciting. He’s spraying the ball hard to all parts of the field, reaping the benefits of that deep focus and 
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emphasis on just winning. Albeit in a small sample size, he’s cut his K-rate more than in half this season from the mid-30s 

percentile he’s hovered around since reaching Triple-A in 2015 and the 38.8 percent he saw in his second MLB stint in 

2016. 

 

But as impressive as his bat has been, Murphy is a catcher, and he knows that the position is one of the most important 

on the field and deserves to be treated as such. 

 

“Defense is always first, regardless what time of year it is,” he said. “That’s where I have the biggest impact on the game, 

by far. So as long as I’m clean back there, anything that’s added offensively is kind of an icing on the cake type scenario.” 

 

Murphy’s receiving and throwing have both been suspect at the MLB level during his 44 games there. But without the 

luxuries of hitting left-handed and playing multiple positions, like Wolters has in his repertoire, Murphy will need to improve 

to a big league level if that’s where he wants to play. 

 

In the meantime, however, he may not be playing at 20th and Blake, but he is still making contributions to the big club. 

Recently, this meant helping starting pitcher Jeff Hoffman rehab in the minors. Murphy had, just as he does with every 

pitcher he receives, a plan for Hoffman’s outing. 

 

“Strikes. That’s what’s important for our whole team, whether it’s Triple-A, big league level. We have to get ahead of guys, 

we have to execute pitches, and that’s really all I ask of my pitchers is to give their best in that area, and from there we’ll 

make judgments based off that.” 

 

While Hoffman struggled to match that plan—he threw 33 strikes in 62 pitches and gave up three earned runs on April 

15—Murphy is coordinating his pitchers’ outings or at least being a part of that discussion. He’s flexing the mental parts of 

the game, which sometimes can fall by the wayside in favor of hitting or defensive mechanics with players trying to push 

their way on the roster. 

 

Murphy isn’t the light at the end of the tunnel for the Rockies that he once was. His struggles last year pushed the team’s 

hand into trading for Jonathan Lucroy and signing Chris Iannetta this offseason. He’s clearly no longer the priority. Plus, 
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with the likes of Chris Rabago, Jan Vazquez and Dom Nunez nipping at his heels on the organizational depth chart, he 

could fall even more out of favor with a slip-up. 

 

But if that pressure has been getting to him early in 2018, he certainly hasn’t shown it. 
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Jeff Hoffman has a strong start for Triple-A Albuquerque Isotopes 
 
Ryan Freemyer / PurpleRow.com | Apr 20, 2018 
 

All four of the Colorado Rockies’ full season minor league affiliates were in action on Thursday and collectively had quite 

the struggle, scoring just three total runs on the day—all by the Lancaster JetHawks. In a piece of better news, Jeff 

Hoffman had a strong start for Triple-A Albuquerque in what was technically a rehab start. Hoffman is working his way 

back from a shoulder injury suffered in spring training and, while he doesn’t currently have a spot in the Major League 

rotation, he would likely be one of the top options should a member of the Rockies rotation go down. 

 

In his third start of the season, the 25-year-old righty allowed just a single run across 42⁄3 innings of work. He allowed just 

two hits, walked one, and struck out six. Coming off a tough season in which he had a 5.89 ERA across 991⁄3 innings with 

the Rockies and a 4.71 ERA in 492⁄3 innings with Albuquerque, it would certainly be a boon to the Rockies pitching staff if 

he’s able to get himself on track. 

 

★ ★ ★ 

Triple-A: Tacoma Rainiers 1, Albuquerque Isotopes 0 

David Dahl: 0-for-4 

Raimel Tapia: 0-for-4, K 

Jeff Hoffman: 42⁄3 IP, 2 H, ER, BB, 6 K 

Tom Murphy (no. 11 PuRP): 0-for-4, 3 K 

Jordan Patterson (no. 14 PuRP): 2-for-2, 2 BB, 2 CS 

Noel Cuevas (HM PuRP): 1-for-3, 2B, BB 

★ ★ ★ 

Double-A: Portland Sea Dogs 5, Hartford Yard Goats 0 

Brendan Rodgers (no. 1 PuRP): 1-for-4, 2B 

Ryan Castellani (no. 6 PuRP): 52⁄3 IP, 5 H, ER, 3 BB, 5 K 

Garrett Hampson (no. 9 PuRP): 2-for-4, 2 SB 

Brian Mundell (no. 13 PuRP): 0-for-4 

Sam Hilliard (no. 17 PuRP): 0-for-4, 4 K 
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Dom Nuñez (no. 21 PuRP): 0-for-3, BB, K 

Wes Rogers (HM PuRP): 0-for-4, 2 K 

★ ★ ★ 

High-A: Inland Empire 66ers 8, Lancaster JetHawks 3 

Colton Welker (no. 5 PuRP): 1-for-4, 2 K 

Tyler Nevin (no. 12 PuRP): 1-for-3, BB, K 

Forrest Wall (no. 16 PuRP): 1-for-3, RBI, BB, K, SB 

Willie Abreu (no. 26 PuRP): 0-for-4, 2 K, SB 

Vince Fernandez (no. 28 PuRP): 1-for-4, 2B, RBI, 2 K 

Heath Holder: 4 IP, H, 0 R, 2 BB, 6 K 

★ ★ ★ 

Low-A: West Virginia Power 3, Asheville Tourists 0 

Chad Spanberger (no. 29 PuRP): 0-for-4, 2 K 

Sean Bouchard (ninth round, 2017): 0-for-4, 2 K 

Garrett Schilling: 52⁄3 IP, 5 H, 3 R (2 ER), 3 BB, 8 K 

Ramon Marcelino: 1-for-4, 3B, K 

★ ★ ★ 

Friday Probables 

Triple-A Albuquerque: David Holmberg (0-1, 10.13 ERA) @ Tacoma, 8:05 PM MT 

Double-A Hartford: Jesus Tinoco (HM PuRP; 1-1, 5.00 ERA) vs. Harrisburg, 5:05 PM MT 

High-A Lancaster: TBD @ Inland Empire, 8:05 PM MT 

Low-A Asheville: Will Gaddis (No. 23 PuRP; 0-0, 4.22 ERA) @ West Virginia, 5:05 PM MT 
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Colorado Rockies: Let’s continue the talk about lineup construction 
 
Aaron Hurt / RoxPile.com | Apr 20, 2018 
 
 
HE’S BACK! Nolan Arenado comes off his five game suspension on Friday just in time for the Colorado Rockies and 

Chicago Cubs square off in a three-game series in Denver. 

When Arenado was out, the Rockies offense relied for most of their production out of two players: DJ LeMahieu and 

Charlie Blackmon. Now that Arenado is back in the lineup, and the Rockies are back home, it is time to kickstart the 

offense. 

 
Unfortunately, even with Arenado’s return, there is a huge hole in the middle of the lineup. Carlos Gonzalez may be out 

for a few days nursing his hamstring strain, Gerardo Parra will likely begin serving his suspension, and we all know about 

Trevor Story and Ian Desmond‘s horrific struggles. 

 
So what should Colorado manager Bud Black do? Tinker with the lineup. 

 
Earlier this week, Rox Pile’s own Kevin Henry caught up with Black on the Rockies road trip and talked about lineup 

construction (you can read that article here). Like Black said, “Guys have to hit no matter where they are,” but Black 

needs to put these players in position to succeed. 

 
Moving Blackmon down to second (ask suggested by Black) may not be enough. It was brought to my attention (thanks 

Pat) that I had written an article on this subject back in January on my old blog, before I joined Rox Pile. In that article, I 

brought up the idea of shaking up the lineup by moving LeMahieu to leadoff and letting Arenado and Blackmon be 

interchangeable in the 3- and 4-hole, depending on matchups to beef up the middle of the order. 

 
LeMahieu is batting12-for-39 (.307), with seven runs, three homers and five RBI in his 10 games leading off this season. 

With someone else in the 2-spot, such as Chris Iannetta, the Rockies will get the opportunity to add extra traffic or move 

LeMahieu over into scoring position for the middle of the order. 

 
Blackmon and Arenado would then see the added benefit of not only having added protection from each other but seeing 

more fastballs with men on base. In Arenado’s absence the last five games, Chuck Nazty was 6-for-19 (.316) with a pair 

of homers and seven RBI hitting third in the order. Blackmon’s production was already record-setting leading off last year. 

Just think what his numbers could be with people getting on in front of him. 
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Bud Black’s offense is in desperate need of a swift kick in the you know where. Just maybe a lineup shake-up might do it. 
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Colorado Rockies: We have to talk about Jon Gray 
 
Olivia Greene / RoxPile.com | Apr 20, 2018 
 

The Colorado Rockies have once again entrusted Jon Gray to be their ace this year. However, it’s not looking to be Bud 

Black‘s best move as this season has not been good to him so far. When a team picks an ace, they’re not only looking for 

a guy who can give them stability but also someone who can be the anchor in the rotation. This hasn’t been happening 

with Jon Gray at all this season, which is we have to talk about him. 

 

The spot that Jon Gray is in at this moment is the spot that most first round draft picks are expected to be in. However, the 

way he’s currently playing is not how a first rounder should be pitching. I get that it’s still early but right now we could be 

witnessing tell-tale signs of what’s to come from him for the rest of season? 

 

Jon Gray has only had four starts this season and three of those were losses. Within those losses, he was barely able to 

stay in the games. His very first start was just a reminder of the nightmare game that the NL Wild Card game was. That 

game ended just like the Wild Card, but unlike that game, he stayed in four innings instead of two. This isn’t the ideal start 

you look for in the very first game of the season from your ace. 

 

Things did seem to get better as Jon Gray didn’t have Opening Day jitters in his second start against the San Diego 

Padres. He pitched in 7 innings, which was extremely reassuring. He got the win and it not only looked good for him, but 

also the team in general. It appeared as thought Jon Gray was back to the form he should be as an ace. 

 

Moving onto his third start, it was as if he reverted back to his first game of the season. This time, Jon Gray only stayed in 

5 innings and gave up 7 runs (all earned). 

 

His fourth start was more of the same he went 5.2 innings while giving up 5 runs (all earned). I did start to ponder what the 

issue is with Jon Gray. I believe it’s something minor that no has pointed out yet so he doesn’t know what’s really got him 

pitching this way. Essentially, pitching coach Steve Foster needs to work on something with Gray, whether it be 

mechanics, grip on his pitches, etc. 
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I’ve talked about how I think that pitching will be the Colorado Rockies shortcoming this season and it’s proving to be right 

so far with the rotation. Entering Friday, the Rockies’ starters ERA is 4.24, or 20th in the majors. The National League 

average is 3.88. I will admit on the bright side with Jon Gray, he has only walked 5 batters and struck out 23 batters in 21 

2/3 innings. However, that doesn’t make up for the lack of dependability. I’ve even talked about how German Marquez will 

prove to be a better ace and he did just that in the win on Monday against the Pirates, when he gave up two runs in six 

innings. 

 

The Colorado Rockies have put a serious amount of faith in Jon Gray. Currently, he is not meeting nor exceeding those 

expectations. This isn’t good for the ace of the team. The change has got to come now. We’ll be watching Jon Gray very 

closely as he starts the first game of the series against the Cubs. This will be his fifth start and I’m eager to see how long 

he can stay in the game and hold off any runs. The ace sets the mood for the rest of the rotation, the mood isn’t looking to 

good right now. It’s time for a change from Jon Gray. 
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Colorado Rockies: Looking at some of the trades from the O’Dowd era 
 
Noah Yingling / RoxPile.com | Apr 19, 2018 
 

Before Jeff Bridich became the general manager for the Colorado Rockies, their general manager from 1999 through 

2014 was Dan O’Dowd. 

 

The Colorado Rockies have been in existence for 26 seasons and, for parts of 16 of those seasons, Dan O’Dowd was the 

team’s general manager, as he was the team’s general manager from September 1999 through October 2014. During his 

tenure, the Rockies made some good (and bad) moves both in free agency and on the trade front. Today, we will look at 

some of the most significant trades that O’Dowd made. 

 

10/30/99–Traded Dante Bichette and cash to the Cincinnati Reds. Received Stan Belinda and Jeffrey Hammonds. 

Dante Bichette was one of the Blake Street Bombers but he was on the downturn of his career as he was going to turn 36 

years old in less than 3 weeks. O’Dowd, himself, had only been the job for a little over a month so this trade was his first. 

 

In 1999, Bichette hit 34 homers and 133 RBI with the Rockies. He only played 125 games with the Reds in 2000 before 

they traded him to the Red Sox. Bichette retired after the 2001 season. 

 

The Rockies got reliever Stan Belinda and outfielder Jeffrey Hammonds in return. Belinda, who’s best known for giving up 

a walk-off single to Francisco Cabrera to score Sid Bream to win Game 7 of the 1992 NLCS and propel the Braves to the 

World Series, had a 7.07 ERA in 46 games with the Rockies before being released in July. 

 

Hammonds only spent one year in a Rockies uniform but it was his best season in his 13 year career. In 122 games, he 

had 20 home runs, 106 RBI, a .335/.395/.529 slash line, and a 111 OPS+. He was also an All-Star, the only time he was 

nominated in his career. He left the Rockies after 2000 via free agency and signed with the Milwaukee Brewers. 
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Gray Looking for a Sunny April Day 
 
Tracy Ringolsby / Insidetheseams.com | Apr 20, 2018 
 
 

Jon Gray has the ability to be a No. 1 starter. 

 
Gray has the desire to be a No. 1 starter. 

 
Now it's a matter of Gray taking that step forward and claiming the monicker: Ace of the Rockies Rotation. 

 
The organization, obviously, feels that way. Gray was the pitcher set up to start the wild-card game against Arizona last 

October. He also has been the pitcher selected to start the season opener in 2016 and 2017. 

 
That's where the frustration comes from for Gray and the Rockies. 

 
That's what Gray would like to begin eroding when he gets the call in Game 1 of the Rockies weekend series against the 

Cubs at Coors Field Friday night, weather permitting. 

 
The results, early in the season, don't match the expectation. 

 
And it's not just this year. And it's not just when he gets deep in a game. 

 
Gray gets it. 

 
"I can be good 95 percent of the time, but not good five percent of the time," Gray said after his sixth-inning demise last 

Saturday against the Nationals. "I've got to find a way to be good." 

 
The pattern has been established in the opening month of Gray's three big-league seasons. 

 
He is a combined 1-3 in nine March/April starts with a 7.71 ERA.  

 
The frustration isn't over ability. The frustration comes because there is enough history at the big-league level for Gray to 

know he can dominate at that level. The March/April portion of Gray's career is an outlier. 
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In the final five months of the season he has a combined ERA of 3.99, with no month higher than the 4.18 ERA of August 

compared to a 6.75 ERA in March/April. He has allowed a .315 batting average in March/April compared to .248 the rest 

of the season. 

 

The Cubs provide him his next opportunity to start to change his April struggles. And it's not like either side has an edge in 

familiarity. The Cubs are the only National League team Gray has not faced in his big-league career. 
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Farm Report April 20: Hoffman Rehab Takes Step Forward 
 
Tracy Ringolsby / Insidetheseams.com | Apr 20, 2018 
 

Jeff Hoffman made a statement on Thursday night. Yes, he suffered the loss for Triple-A Albuquerque, but it was a 1-0 

loss at Tacoma. In the third start of Hoffman's medical rehab assignment he retired the final 11 batters he faced in a 3 2/3 

innings effort.  

 

He allowed one hit -- but that hit was a home run by Denver Christian alum Kirk Nieuwenhuis with one out in the second. 

Hoffman figures to have at least three, possibly four, more starts before the Rockies will have to activate him, either by 

calling him to the big leagues or sending him to Triple-A Albuquerque. 

 

In Thursday's Games 

AAA Albuquerque (6-8) lost 1-0 at Tacoma. Chris Jensen relieved Hoffman with two out in the fifth, and finished up the 

game, retiring 10 of 11 batters he faced. Josh Fuentes raised is average to .357 with two hits, which extended his hitting 

streak to 12 games in which he is 20-for-49 (.408). Fuentes, however, is one game behind Daniel Castro, who extended 

his streak to 13 games. 

 
AA Hartford (4-9) lost 5-0 at Portland, the ninth time in 13 games Hartford has scored three or few runs. Ryan Castellani 

suffered the loss despite allowing one run in 5 2/3 innings and lowering his ERA to 2.20. Jason Grace was the victim of a 

four-run seventh in which he walked the bases loaded, and gave up a grand slam to Josh Ockiney. No. 1 prospect 

Brendan Rogers had a single, giving him five hits in the last three games, during which he has raised his average 65 

points to .208.  

 
High A Lancaster (7-8) lost 8-3 at Inland Empire. Vince Fernandez's double was the team's only extra-base hit. Heath 

Holder, in his first start after 72 relief appearances, worked four shutout innings, giving up one hit and two walks while 

striking out six, lowering his ERA to 2.08. Reliever Ken Oakley gave up four runs in the fifth, including a bases-loaded 

triple by Jonah Todd. 

 
A Asheville (3-11) lost 3-0 at West Virginia. The Tourists managed four hits. Garrett Schilling (1-1) allowed three runs, two 

earned, in 5 2/3 innings. 
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DJ LeMahieu Is Up to Something 
 
Travis Sawchik / Fangraphs.com | Apr 19, 2018 
 

PITTSBURGH — As defensive shifts — or, at least, infields shifts — have become an everyday part of the game, it takes 

a lot to get our attention. The Diamondbacks’ shift against Rockies second baseman DJ LeMahieu last season got our 

attention. 

 

In case you’ve forgotten, borrowing from a post from last season detailing the alignment: 

That gets our attention. 

 

Diamondbacks manager Torey Lovullo was aware of the implications. After the game last fall, he relayed his thoughts 

to Nick Piecoro of the Arizona Republic. 

 

“It’s a super-shift times 10,” Lovullo said. “You’ve never really seen anything like it.” 

“With nobody in left field, it could be an inside-the-park home run… You’re kind of holding your breath.” 

In the fifth inning in the first game of the extreme shift, on its third attempt, the gambit worked. 

 

That’s a line drive to “center fielder” A.J. Pollock, catching the ball after just a few quick steps to his left. 

 

 

A.J. Pollock's catch on DJ LeMahieu's lineout in 5th inning last night. Almost certainly wouldn't have made w/o shift.  

https://www.fangraphs.com/blogs/dj-lemahieu-is-up-to-something/
https://www.fangraphs.com/blogs/author/tsawchik/
http://www.fangraphs.com/statss.aspx?playerid=9874&position=2B
https://www.fangraphs.com/blogs/is-the-lemahieu-shift-the-boldest-one-ever
https://www.fangraphs.com/blogs/is-the-lemahieu-shift-the-boldest-one-ever
http://www.azcentral.com/story/sports/mlb/diamondbacks/2017/09/01/diamondbacks-pull-off-extreme-shift-win-over-rockies/628092001/
http://www.fangraphs.com/statss.aspx?playerid=9256&position=OF
https://twitter.com/DKramer_/status/904126775835361280
https://twitter.com/DKramer_/status/904126775835361280
https://twitter.com/DKramer_/status/904126775835361280/photo/1
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LeMahieu has always had some of the most dramatic opposite-field tendencies in the game. He’s been Joe Mauer– 

and Derek Jeter-like. He has the sixth-lowest pull rate on fly balls last season. That was his career norm until this season. 

LeMahieu appears to have made a dramatic pivot in his batted-ball profile. 

 

LeMahieu’s Air Balls by Direction 

Season Team PA Pull% Cent% Oppo% 

2014 COL 173 12.7 28.3 58.9 

2015 COL 208 8.9 36.5 54.8 

2016 COL 234 11.9 36.7 52.3 

2017 COL 232 12.0 31.9 56.0 

2018 COL 27 18.5 48.2 33.3 

 

LeMahieu has already hit four home runs to left field after hitting two in that location all of last year, four in 2016, and two 

in 2015. 

Consider his spray chart from last season: 

 

And compare that above image to his 2018 chart: 

http://www.fangraphs.com/statss.aspx?playerid=1857&position=C/1B
http://www.fangraphs.com/statss.aspx?playerid=826&position=SS
https://www.fangraphs.com/leaderssplits.aspx?splitArr=12,13&strgroup=season&statgroup=3&startDate=2017-3-1&endDate=2017-11-1&filter=PA%7Cgt%7C50&position=B&statType=player&autoPt=true&players=&sort=12,-1&pg=0
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Another way to consider the change is by the data-density charts at Baseball Savant. 

Here’s LeMahieu’s line drives and fly balls from last season: 

 

And the following are LeMahieu’s air balls from this season: 
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Notice a difference? 

 

It’s early, sure, but LeMahieu has produced this change early this season just after we saw the dramatic alignments by the 

Diamondbacks and Padres to close last season. Curious, I approached LeMahieu in the visiting clubhouse Tuesday at 

PNC Park to ask him just what he was up to. 

 

“I didn’t go into the offseason thinking I needed to beat any outfield shift,” LeMahieu told FanGraphs. 

While LeMahieu claims he was not motivated by the alignments, he did say he has been trying to add more pull-side 

power to his game. 

“I go into every offseason trying to drive the ball more. It’s just translated a little bit better this year,” LeMahieu said.  

 

“Maybe just trying to drive the ball a little bit more up the middle. But I am really taking the same approach that I always 

have. I just feel my practice in the cage during the offseason is translating a little better… 

 

“I know all the numbers. I know I hit the ball really hard but not always in the air. But I feel like I am a pretty good player, 

so it’s about what you are willing to sacrifice.” 
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While LeMahieu has changed his batted-ball direction, he hasn’t stopped pounding balls into the turf. His average launch 

angle entering play Wednesday was 1.5 degrees via Statcast, which is actually lower than his mark of 2.8 degrees last 

season. 

 

Rockies assistant hitting instructor Jeff Salazar offered further insight on the development of LeMahieu. Salazar said 

LeMahieu is not consciously thinking about pulling the ball; rather, he’s made an adjustment to develop a more “linear” bat 

path, which has allowed him to advance his contact point, on occasion, further out in front of the plate. 

 

“An adjustment he’s made this year — which is why we are seeing him hit to the pull side — is that he’s learning to not 

just manipulate the bat that way, he’s learning to take his hands and catch the ball further out in front of him,” Salazar 

said. “The ball is going to have a better launch and go to pull side. He’s not trying to pull it, he’s trying to be more efficient 

in how his barrel attacks the ball. He doesn’t have the conscious thought, ‘I need to pull the ball.'” 

 

To execute this, Salazar said LeMahieu is using his legs better in his swing, hitting from a stronger base, and beginning 

his swing earlier. 

 

Consider a home-run swing from last week: 

 

Below is a still image from that GIF. This certainly appears to be a hitter with a contact point that is further out in front of 

the plate. 

 

The following is a swing on an elevated cutter from last season, which LeMahieu lined to first base on the right side, as he 

typically did when getting the ball off the ground. 

https://baseballsavant.mlb.com/statcast_search?hfPT=&hfAB=&hfBBT=&hfPR=&hfZ=&stadium=&hfBBL=&hfNewZones=&hfGT=R%7C&hfC=&hfSea=2018%7C&hfSit=&player_type=batter&hfOuts=&opponent=&pitcher_throws=&batter_stands=&hfSA=&game_date_gt=&game_date_lt=&team=&position=&hfRO=&home_road=&batters_lookup%5B%5D=518934&hfFlag=&metric_1=&hfInn=&min_pitches=0&min_results=0&group_by=name&sort_col=launch_angle&player_event_sort=h_launch_speed&sort_order=desc&min_abs=0#results
https://baseballsavant.mlb.com/statcast_search?hfPT=&hfAB=&hfBBT=&hfPR=&hfZ=&stadium=&hfBBL=&hfNewZones=&hfGT=R%7C&hfC=&hfSea=2017%7C&hfSit=&player_type=batter&hfOuts=&opponent=&pitcher_throws=&batter_stands=&hfSA=&game_date_gt=&game_date_lt=&team=&position=&hfRO=&home_road=&batters_lookup%5B%5D=518934&hfFlag=&metric_1=&hfInn=&min_pitches=0&min_results=0&group_by=name&sort_col=launch_angle&player_event_sort=h_launch_speed&sort_order=desc&min_abs=0#results
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This is just a small sampling of swings, but LeMahieu did not turn on the ball as dramatically as he has on his home-run 

swings of 2018. 

 

 

LeMahieu is still comfortable letting the ball travel and hitting it deeper in the zone. 

 

“That’s his default setting,” Salazar said. “You watch batting practice and the pitcher will throw in, and you think he’ll have 

trouble with it, but he’s so good at taking the bat and flipping [the ball] that way. He was born to do it.” 

LeMahieu can still be effective in letting the ball travel and going the other way, but he’s perhaps diversified his skill set in 

2018. 

 

The other early change is that LeMahieu, always an elite contact hitter, has been more much selective as a hitter dropping 

his out-of-zone swing rate from 26.8% last season — 29.1% for his career — to 15.6% early this season. He’s dropped 

his swing rate by seven percentage points to 34.1%. 

 

LeMahieu appears to be identifying the pitches he can damage, pitches generally elevated and slightly inside. 
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Consider his swing rate by zone last season: 

 

And this season: 
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LeMahieu was not terribly revealing in my conversation with him, but he said he is not a fly-ball revolutionary; he’s not 

trying to get the ball in the air like Justin Turner or Daniel Murphy have done. 

 

But he is doing something different. Perhaps most important is he’s being more selective and looking for pitches he can 

contact out front to pull and drive. Perhaps this is just the maturation of a quality hitter, adding power as he develops.  

What we do know is the Diamondbacks will think twice before employing their LeMahieu shift again. 

 

http://www.fangraphs.com/statss.aspx?playerid=5235&position=3B
http://www.fangraphs.com/statss.aspx?playerid=4316&position=2B

